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OREGON BASEBALL UMPIRES MANUAL: 2018 UPDATE

2018 RULE CHANGES
For the 2018 baseball season, batterrunners, who have walked, will have
the ability to overrun first base, bat
rules have been modified regarding
attachments and equipment changes
in future seasons were made for balls
and catcher’s chest protectors. Here
are the rule changes (always consult
official NFHS publications for exact
rules language):
Batter Overruns First Base (8-2-7)
The rules committee removed rules
language that prevented a batterrunner from overrunning or oversliding
first base on a base on balls (PlayPic
A). Now, even on a walk, the batter
runner who reaches first safely and
then overruns or overslides may
immediately return without liability
of being put out provided he does
not attempt or feint an advance to
second.

A

ruled a ball, but the batter-runner
races toward first concerned he may
be in jeopardy.
Bats (1-3-2a2)
The rules regarding bats were
changed to reflect that bats cannot
have any attachments that would
present a potential hazard, particularly
objects that could fly off during play,
like a bat-speed exit indicator (PlayPic
B).

B

Balls and Chest Protectors
(1-3-1; 1-5-3)
Effective Jan. 1, 2019, all baseballs
shall meet the current NOCSAE
standard to ensure playability and
consistency among baseballs
throughout the country (PlayPic C).

C

The change is likely to have little
meaning on a typical base on balls
situation. But where it does protect
the batter-runner is a potential
dropped third strike that’s actually
2
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Effective Jan. 1, 2020, all
catcher’s chest protectors (PlayPic
D) shall meet the current NOCSAE
standard. Chest protectors are being
designed to provide protection to
the heart and the cardiac silhouette
from commotio cordis, a disruption
of the heart rhythm that can occur
as a result of a blow to the area
directly over the heart. Commotio
cordis can be fatal.

D

2018 MECHANICS CLARIFICATIONS
Three Umpires, Runner on Second
With two outs and a runner on
second base only, or with runners on
second and third, U3 should be in
“C” position (MechaniGram A). His/
her rotation amounts to getting to the
best possible position for a potential
play at third base — which may mean
getting outside of the diamond — as
U1 is rotating from first base.
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Square Up to Home Plate
Umpires should generally seek to
square up to home plate when working
the bases from any position. The two

possible exceptions are: 1) Working
“deep B” as U3 in a three-person
crew with a runner at first base. 2)
Working the “A” position as U1 in a
three-person crew with a runner at
first base. Approved state mechanics
allow for standing along the baseline,
slightly angled toward the pitcher
when working “deep B” and allow for
working slightly angled toward the
diamond for a potential pick-off play
when in “A” position. Umpires should
square up at the time of the pitch in the
second exception. Umpires may also
square up to the plate and work ½-1
step off the baseline when working
“deep B” in a three-person crew.
Unapproved Angles
It is imperative that umpires
discontinue the trend of setting up
pre-pitch at various unapproved
angles in an apparent effort to cheat
or “get ahead of the play.” Squaring
to the plate provides for more
consistency and a better opportunity
to react to any of the myriad of plays
that might develop once the ball is put
into play.
OAOA BASEBALL
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2018 OREGON POINTS OF EMPHASIS
Sportsmanship
• Taunting — The state committee
continues to emphasize that
taunting, verbal and non-verbal, is
not acceptable in any high school
sports contest. Taunting, at best,
fundamentally disrespects one’s
opponent and diminishes the value of
the high school sports experience for
everyone involved. At worst, taunting
leads to retaliatory acts of violence,
including throwing at batters, sliding
illegally, and fighting. Any taunting
needs to be stopped immediately
when observed. Although an ejection
may not always be necessary, your
local commissioner and the OSAA/
OAOA will always support the umpire
if ejections are required. Examples
of taunting include: Upright fielders
straddling prone players who have
been thrown out, extended bat flips
after hitting home runs, “jawing” at
your opponents while rounding the
bases after hitting a home run, and
pitchers staring down batters after
striking them out.
• Bench Jockeying — Although
rare, bench jockeying continues to
be observed in high school baseball
games in Oregon. Typically it takes
the form of coordinated activities in
the dug-out meant to belittle and/or
intimidate the other team. Although
it is important to let the kids have
fun, there is no place in the game for
anything the umpire determines to be
“bench jockeying.” Typically a verbal
warning to the nearest coach will
shut this type of activity down, but
4
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do not be afraid to issue an official
warning and/or restrict the head
coach to the dugout if necessary.
• Umpires’ Impact on
Sportsmanship — Although umpires
are expected to be impartial
observers on the field, we ask
umpires to take an active role in
promoting good sportsmanship. This
goes beyond being acutely aware of
how our actions affect the attitudes
and behavior of players, coaches,
and fans. The most obvious way
we influence the other participants
involved in the contest is simply
through making calls. Umpires are
not likely to be popular regardless
of how good we might be. As the
old saying goes, every controversial
call is going to “tick off at least half
of the people at the park.” Less
obviously, umpires influence the
behavior of others when they fail
to make the right call. Deliberately
ignoring, or making allowances
for, poor sporting behavior fosters
an environment that quickly leads
to a negative sporting experience.
When taunting or cursing or arguing
rises to a level to be addressed, it is
incumbent upon the official to do so.
Perhaps this means putting up the
“stop sign,” or it may include a quiet
word with the base coach. But how
effective are such warnings if there
is never any follow through? Turning
a blind eye to certain behavior not
only creates problems in the current
contest, but it is unfair to the next
crew that has to deal with teams that
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have been given a pass in previous
contests. Do not fall into the trap of
“wanting to be liked” or “hoping no
one knows you’re there.” There are
times the tough and/or unpopular call
is necessary for the greater good.
Social Media
Umpires are reminded to be
cautious in their use of social media.
Understanding that Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and other
platforms have become integral
to communicating in the digital
age, it is necessary for umpires to
refrain from using social media in
ways detrimental to the honorable
avocation we are all a part of. Please
familiarize yourself with the OSAA’s
policies regarding the use of social
media and follow the rules closely.
When in doubt, always err on the
side of not posting. Although we
want umpires to share photos of
their biggest games and their best
crews, it is always best to do so after
the game has concluded and with
only the most minimal reference to
the contest itself. Never use social
media to comment on another
official’s performance. Never use
social media to question assigning or
any other part of the commissioner’s
performance. Never use social media
to self-promote.
Pre-pitch position
The rules that govern the pitcher’s
movement and his position on
the pitcher’s plate have not varied
over the years. However, modified
or hybrid positions (PlayPic E)
continually are developed and are
attempted to be introduced into the
high school game.

E

Illegal

While these creative pitcher’s
stances might work for advanced
levels of baseball, they are not
appropriate for interscholastic
baseball. The rules are perfect for
the age and skill level of high school
students. The game has evolved over
the years and new equipment and
strategies have been very beneficial
for our game. However, there are
some things that stand the test of time
and the proper position of the pitcher
is one of those rules that enjoys a rich
tradition.
The pitching requirements begin
once he engages the pitcher’s plate.
In NFHS sanctioned baseball, there
are only two positions the pitcher can
use: the windup position and the set
(also known as the stretch) position.
OAOA BASEBALL
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The starting position of the non-pivot
foot determines whether the pitcher is
going to pitch from the windup or set
position.
Pitchers in the windup position
(PlayPic F) are required to have their
non-pivot foot in any position on or
behind a line extending through the
front edge of the pitcher’s plate.

the pitcher’s plate. He shall go to the
set position without delay and in one
continuous motion; he shall come to a
complete and discernible stop, which
does not include a change of direction
with both hands in front of his body
and his glove at or below his chin.

G

F

If a pitcher’s non-pivot foot is in
front of that line and he attempts to
pitch from the windup, he has made
an illegal pitch or committed a balk.
In the set position (PlayPic G),
he shall stand with his entire nonpivot foot in front of a line extending
through the front edge of the pitcher’s
plate and with his entire pivot foot
in contact with or directly in front of
6
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Umpires must be aware of the
position of the non-pivot foot. Practice
the skills to determine if the pitch is
legal or illegal. It is imperative that
the pitching positions and movement
are completely understood. These
requirements provide guidance so
that the batter and base runner(s)
know when they can swing and run
and when the pitcher is in a position
to deliver the ball, creating a level
playing field for all involved with the
game.
If you are unable to determine if
the pitcher is in the set or wind-up
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position, then there is likely something
wrong with the delivery.
Going to the mouth while in
contact with the pitcher’s plate is a
balk, not because the pitcher goes
to his mouth, but because the action
simulates the start of the pitching
motion. (PlayPic H).

fold. First, the purpose of high school
baseball rules is to minimize risk.
Second, the rules are designed to
maintain the balance between offense
and defense. Third, the rules are to
preserve the sound traditions of the
game. Essentially, the NFHS and
its member state associations use
athletics to teach valuable life lessons.

H

The NFHS playing rules are designed
for simplicity, fairness and ease of
implementation. Other rules code
have significantly different objectives
and rationales for their rules. When
non-approved interpretations or
rulings that are contradictory to NFHS
rules as written are used, they can
confuse student, coaches, umpires
and fans. Umpires do not get to pick
and choose which rules they utilize.

Proper Enforcement of Rules
The rules of high school baseball
are designed for the age and skill
level of high school players. The
role of interscholastic athletics is
not to prepare young people for the
next level. In fact, the purpose of
education-based athletics is threeOAOA BASEBALL
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